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BABY NINTH AMENDMENTS 
HOW AMERICANS EMBRACED UNENUMERATED
RIGHTS AND WHY IT MATTERS
Anthony B. Sanders 

Listing every right that a constitution should protect is hard. American
constitution drafters often list a few famous rights such as freedom of
speech, protection against unreasonable searches and seizures, and free
exercise of religion, plus a handful of others. But there are an infinite number
of rights a constitution could protect. However many rights are put in a
constitution, others are going to be left out. So what is a constitution drafter
to do? Luckily, early in American history a few drafters found an easier way:
an "etcetera clause." It states that there are other rights beyond those
specifically listed. The most famous “etcetera clause” is the Ninth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which states: "The enumeration in the
Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people." Yet scholars are divided on whether the Ninth
Amendment itself actually does protect unenumerated rights, and the
Supreme Court has almost entirely ignored it. Regardless of what the Ninth
Amendment means, however, things are much clearer when it comes to
state constitutions. Two-thirds of state constitutions have equivalent
provisions, or "Baby Ninth Amendments," worded similarly to the Ninth
Amendment.

This book is the story of how the "Baby Ninths" came to be, what they mean,
and what they tell us about unenumerated rights more generally. Unlike the
controversy surrounding the Ninth Amendment, the meaning of the Baby
Ninths is straightforward: they protect individual rights that are not otherwise
enumerated. They are an "etcetera, etcetera" at the end of a bill of rights. This
book argues that state judges should do their duty and live up to their own
constitutions to protect the rights "retained by the people" that these
"etcetera clauses" are designed to guarantee. The fact that Americans have
adopted these provisions so many times in so many states demonstrates that
unenumerated rights are not only protected by state constitutions, but that
they are popular. Unenumerated rights are not a weird exception to
American constitutional law. They are at the center of it. We should start
treating constitutions accordingly.

Anthony B. Sanders is Director of the Center for Judicial Engagement at the Institute
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